Transforming the global workforce, one life at a time.
AC/DC Electrical Learning System – T7017A
Portable AC/DC Electrical Learning System – 990-ACDC1
Electric Relay Control Unit – 90-EC1A
Portable Electrical Relay Control Troubleshooting Learning System – 990-EC1F
Electric Motor Control Learning System – 85-MT5
Portable Motor Control Troubleshooting Learning System – 990-MC1F
Motor Braking Learning System – 85-MT5A
Reduced Voltage Starting Learning System – 85-MT5B
Electronic Sensors Learning System – 85-MT5D
Electronic Counter Learning System – 85-MT5E
SCR Speed Control Learning System – 85-MT5F
Variable Frequency AC Drive – 85-MT5C
Portable AC Motor Drive Troubleshooting Learning System – 990-DRV1F
Thermal

Geothermal Learning System – 950-GEO1
Geothermal Learning System with Desuperheater – 950-GEO1D
Geothermal Troubleshooting Learning System with Desuperheater – 950-GEO2D
Quality Assurance

Portable Measurement Tools Learning System – 990-MES1
Measurement Tools Learning System – 950-MES1
Portable Precision Gauging – 990-PG1
Mechanical Drives 1 Learning System – 970-ME1
Portable Mechanical Drives 1 Learning System – 990-ME1M
Mechanical Drives 2 Learning System – 97-ME2
Portable Mechanical Drives 2 – 99-ME2M
Predictive Maintenance Vibration Analysis Learning System – 97-ME5A
Vibration Analysis Learning System – 95-ME5AI
Safety Practices & Regulations Multimedia – SA101
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Multimedia – SA102
Hazardous Communication Multimedia – SA103
Confined Spaces Multimedia – SA104
Lockout / Tagout Multimedia – SA105
Accident Response Multimedia – SA106
Overhead Crane Safety Multimedia – SA206
Principles of Advanced Manufacturing – AM101
Mathematics – MA101
Trigonometry – MA304
Communication Skills Multimedia – PD101
Conflict Resolution Multimedia – PD102
Working in Groups Multimedia – PD103
Enterprise Systems 1 – 96-ES1